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Introduction 
 
South Central College realizes the responsibility for the protection of our employees and 
students. This shall be accomplished through the Walking/Working Surfaces Plan in 
accordance with OSHA 29 CFR 1910 and 1926 which establish basic safety principles 
and work practices in protecting employees and students who are performing work 
above 4 feet for General Industry Tasks and 6 feet for Construction Tasks (Carpentry) 
at South Central College.  This plan is intended only to highlight those safety measures 
necessary for achieving a safe and healthy work environment. 
 
This plan is intended to be used to assist in: 

 Identifying and creating awareness of potential walking-working surface hazards 
(including the hazards of working at heights);    

 Implementing proper preventative and corrective actions to eliminate both falls 
and falling object hazards; 

 Minimizing the possibility and severity of injuries;   

 Providing consistency in safety training; and 

 Maintain compliance with all applicable OSHA Regulations. 
 
Division of Responsibilities 
 
Administration 
 

 Ensures all requirements and responsibilities of the Walking-Working Surfaces’ 
Plan are implemented throughout the college;  

 Authorize budgeting, expenditure, and other necessary resources needed to 
implement and administer the program; and 

 Provide authorization for both preventive and corrective actions deemed 
necessary or practical to modify or replace equipment, machinery, tools, work 
processes, or work environments which are found to create or contribute to fall 
protection hazards.  

 
Management (e.g., Supervisors, Deans) 
 

 Establish and demonstrate accountability in providing a safe, functional, and 
productive work environment; 

 Provide all new employees with orientation to their positions including any job-
specific training that includes awareness of potential hazards in the work 
environment; 

 Familiarize employees within their responsibilities and personal authority within 
this plan;   

 Communicate to personnel that all fall protection hazards and concerns must be 
reported immediately; 

 Work jointly with employees and the Security & Safety Director to identify fall 
hazard risk factors, implement control measures, and assist in creating work 
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practices that ensure a safe, functional and productive work environment that 
reduces the potential of falls and falling object injuries; 

 Investigate any alleged falls and falling object injuries (per Accident Incident 
Investigation Plan) and ensure employees are provided with, and use appropriate 
tools, equipment, machines, material handling equipment, etc. for their tasks;   

 Attend training as required and ensure employees attend all mandatory training; 
and  

 Assist in the implementation and enforcement of required control measures.  
 
Employees (e.g., Faculty, Staff, Student Workers, and Work-Study) 
 

 Actively participate with management and the Security & Safety Director in the 
development, implementation, and evaluation of fall hazard control measures; 

 Demonstrate accountability by following instructions and safe work practices; 

 Always use the appropriate types of tools, equipment, machines, for the tasks 
being performed;  

 Immediately report any damaged or defective tools, equipment, or materials to 
your supervisor (Note: Never use damaged or defective machinery, tools, or 
equipment); and  

 Attend fall protection training as required and apply the knowledge and skills 
acquired to your job tasks and work activities.   

 
Security & Safety Director 
 

 Work with individual employees and management to collect data, analyze job 
tasks, identify fall hazard risk factors, implement controls, and create work 
practices to promote safety; 

 Facilitate fall protection education and training to employees; 

 Continually assist departments and academic programs with falls and falling 
object exposures and conducting fall protection evaluations upon the request of 
employees and management;  

 Make recommendations for fall protection control measures;  
 Facilitate and encourage ongoing plan evaluation through data review and walk-

through inspections as necessary; and 

 Serve as a resource and provide consultation to departments and academic 
programs on issues relating to falls and falling object protection. 

 
 
Walking/Working Surfaces, General Requirements 
 
Housekeeping 
 
Inadequate housekeeping in facilities may result in bodily injury. Accidents associated 
with housekeeping may occur due to slip, trip, and fall hazards. General safety 
requirements include: 
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 Walking/working surfaces should be at least 18 inches wide 

 Floors and walking surfaces shall be kept free of debris and clutter 

 Floors and walking surfaces shall be kept free of protruding nails, splinters, 
holes, or loose boards 

 No obstructions or equipment across passageways shall be allowed 
 
Floor Loading 
 
South Central College has verified that each applicable walking-working surface can 
support the maximum intended load for that surface. This has been completed through 
coordination between facilities personnel and licensed Professional Engineers. Floor 
loading capacity is documented in building design drawings and is also posted with 
signage.  
 
Inspection, Maintenance, and Repairs 
 
The college’s walking-working surfaces are regularly inspected and maintained in a safe 
condition.  These inspections are completed by the Security & Safety Director and 
facilities personnel. If hazardous conditions for walking-working surfaces are detected, 
then they are corrected or repaired before an employee uses the walking-working 
surface again.  
 
When the correction or repair cannot be made immediately, the hazards are guarded to 
prevent employees from using the walking working surface.  Note: Anytime correction or 
repair involves the structural integrity of the walking-working surface, a qualified person 
performs or supervises the correction or repair. 
 
Fall Protection and Falling Object Protection Requirements 
 
Guidelines When Fall Protection Is Required 

Fall protection is required for all persons working on elevated walking-working surfaces, 

“of certain heights,” as specified by OSHA regulations applicable to the specific work 

environment and tasks.  

To clarify, fall protection is required when working at heights of: 

 4-Feet (General Industry) includes most Facilities and Maintenance Activities… 

 6-Feet (Construction) 

 10-Feet (Whenever Working on Scaffolds) 
 

The majority of work activities (and academic programs) conducted within South Central 

College fall under General Industry. This means in most incidences fall protection is 

required whenever working at a height of 4-Feet (except when occupying a scaffold- 

then 10 Feet).  
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However, if our employees (e.g., facilities, carpentry program, etc.) are performing work 
under the definition of construction then fall protection is required whenever working at a 
height of 6-Feet (except when occupying a scaffold- then 10 Feet). 
 
Note: OSHA defines Construction as, “Work for construction, alteration, and/or repair, 
including painting and decorating.”  OSHA defines Maintenance as, “As making or 
keeping a structure, fixture or foundation (substrates) in proper condition in a routine, 
scheduled, or anticipated fashion.” This definition implies ‘‘keeping equipment working 
in its existing state, i.e., preventing its failure or decline.’’ Determinations of whether 
activities are maintenance operations or construction activities will be made on a case-
by-case basis. A factor for this consideration may include (but is not limited) the “Nature 
of the Work.” For instance, “Equipment reinstalled or replaced with identical equipment 
is generally maintenance,” while the “Replacement with improved equipment is 
construction.” If you have questions on work activity classification (e.g., General 
Industry/Maintenance or Construction) or selecting an appropriate fall protection 
system, contact the Security & Safety Director for assistance. 

 
Common Areas Requiring Fall Protection 
 

 Unprotected Sides and Edges: Protection is required from unprotected sides or 
edges at a height of 4 feet (General Industry) or 6-Feet (Construction) above a 
lower level. Note: This includes, whenever a portion of a guardrail system, gate, 
or chain is removed or otherwise bypassed. 

 Runways and Similar Walkways: Protection is required from unprotected 
runways or walkways at a height of 4 feet (General Industry) or 6-Feet 
(Construction) above a lower level. 

 Wall Openings (including when chutes are attached): Protection is required when 
the inside bottom edge of an opening is less than 39 inches above the walking-
working surface and the outside bottom edge of the opening is at a height of 4 
feet (General Industry) or 6-Feet (Construction) above a lower level. 

 Dangerous Equipment: Protection is required when less than a height of 4 feet 
(General Industry) or 6-Feet (Construction) above dangerous equipment (unless 
the dangerous equipment is covered or guarded to eliminate the hazard). 

 Floor Holes (e.g., Skylights, Stairways, Ladderways, Hatchways, and Chutes): 
Protection is required from accidently falling through any hole at a height of 4 feet 
(General Industry) or 6-Feet (Construction) above a lower level.  

 Small Holes: Protection is required from accidently tripping or stepping into any 
hole that is less than a height of 4 feet (General Industry) or 6-Feet 
(Construction) above a lower level. Note: Hole means a gap or open space in a 
floor, roof, horizontal walking-working surface, or similar surface that is at least 2 
inches in its least dimension. 
 

Falling Object Protection 
 
Falling object protection is required when persons are exposed to falling objects.  
Employees exposed to falling objects should wear head protection (e.g., hardhats). In 
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addition, one or more of the following controls must be implemented to safeguard 
personnel:  
 

 Install toeboards, screens, and/or guardrail systems to prevent objects from 
falling to lower levels; 

 Install canopy structures to stop or deflect falling objects;  

 Barricade off and prohibit entry into lower areas where objects could fall; and/or 

 Keep objects (e.g., products, tools, equipment, etc.) far enough from edges, 
holes, or openings to prevent them from falling to a lower level. 

 
Fall Protection Systems 
 
OSHA defines fall protection as, “Any equipment, device, or system that prevents a 
worker from falling from an elevation or mitigates the effect of such a fall.”  Below are 
different types of fall protection systems that may be utilized to safeguard our 
employees.  Note: Fall protection systems that are utilized within the college will be 
designed and selected under the direction of a qualified person. These systems will be 
installed and/or used under the direction of a competent/authorized person.   
 
Covers 
 
A cover is a device placed over holes in floors, roofs, and other walking-working 
surfaces to prevent workers from falling to a lower level. 
 
Designated Area  
 
A distinct portion of a walking-working surface delineated by a warning line in which 
employees may perform work without additional fall protection. 
 
Guardrail System 
 
A barrier erected along an unprotected or exposed side, edge, or other area of a 
walking-working surface to prevent workers from falling to a lower level. 
 
Ladder Safety System 
 
A system attached to a fixed ladder designed to eliminate or reduce the possibility of a 
worker falling off the ladder.  A ladder safety system usually consists of a carrier, safety 
sleeve, lanyard, connectors, and body harness.  Cages and wells are not considered 
ladder safety systems. 
 
Personal Fall Arrest System 
 
A system that arrests/stops a fall before the worker contacts a lower level. Consists of a 
body harness, anchorage, and connector, and may include a lanyard, deceleration 
device, lifeline, or a suitable combination.  
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Personal Fall Protection System  
 
A system (including all components) an employer uses to provide protection from falling 
or to safely arrest an employee's fall if one occurs. Examples of personal fall protection 
systems include personal fall arrest systems, positioning systems, and travel restraint 
systems. 
 
Positioning System 
 
A system of equipment and connectors that, when used with a body harness or body 
belt, allows a worker to be supported on an elevated vertical surface, such as a wall or 
window sill, and work with both hands free.  Positioning systems also are called 
“positioning system devices” and “work-positioning equipment.”  
 
Safety Monitoring Systems 
 
Safety-monitoring system means a safety system in which a competent person is 
responsible for recognizing and warning employees of fall hazards. 
 
Safety Net System 
 
A horizontal or semi-horizontal, cantilever-style barrier that uses a netting system to 
stop falling workers before they make contact with a lower level or obstruction. 
 
Travel Restraint System 
 
A combination of an anchorage, anchorage connector, lanyard (or other means of 
connection), and body support to eliminate the possibility of a worker going over the 
unprotected edge or side of a walking-working surface. 
 
Warning Line System 
 
Barrier erected to warn employees that they are approaching an unprotected side or 
edge, and which designates an area in which work may take place without the use of 
other means of fall protection. 
 
Stairways 
 
A stairway (stairs) means the risers and treads that connect one walking-working 
surface level to another.  Stairways also includes any landings or platforms in between 
the walking-working surfaces.   
 
Stairway Types  
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 Alternating Tread-Type Stair: Stairway consisting of treads that are usually 
attached to a center support in an alternating manner where a person does not 
typically have both feet on the same level while using the stairway. 

 Ship Stair (Ship Ladder): Stairway equipped with treads, stair rails, and open 
risers, and has a slope between 50 and 70 degrees from the horizontal. 

 Spiral Stairs: Series of treads attached to a vertical pole in a winding fashion. 
Generally used in cylindrical spaces. 

 Standard Stairs: Fixed or permanently installed stairway. Note: Ship, spiral, and 
alternating tread-type stairs are not considered standard stairs. 

 
Stairway Components 
 

 Handrail- Rail used to provide persons 
with a handhold for support. 

 Stair Rail or Stair Rail System- Vertical 
barrier erected along the unprotected 
sides and edges of a stairways to prevent 
employees from falling to lower levels. 
The top surface of a stair rail may also be 
a "handrail." 

 Riser- The upright (vertical) or inclined 
member of a stair located at the back of 
stair treads or platforms and connects 
(close to the front edge of) the next higher 
tread, platform, or landing. 

 Open Riser- Gap or space between 
treads of stairways that do not have an 
upright or inclined member (riser). 

 Tread- Horizontal member of a stair. Does 
not include landings or platforms. 

 
General Safety Precautions for Stairways 
 

 Open stairways that are designed and constructed to meet OSHA regulatory 
requirements (e.g., risers, treads are parallel, level, and uniformly spaced; skid 
resistant; proper horizontal slope; equipped with appropriate handrails, stair rails, 
guardrails, etc.) will be used. 

 Stairs having at least 3 treads and at least 4 risers must be equipped with stair 
rails and handrails as required.  Note: This is based on the stairs width, if 
enclosed, if one open-side, if two open-sides, or if an exterior stair with earth built 
up on both sides. 

 Guardrails or stair rail protection is required on stairway landings at a height of 4 
feet (General Industry) or 6 feet (Construction) above a lower level. 

 Each stair can support at least five times the normal anticipated live load, but 
never less than a concentrated load of 1,000 pounds at any point. 
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 Keep stairs free of any slippery materials or debris, and be sure that footwear is 
not greasy, muddy, or slippery before use.  Do not store materials or equipment 
on stairs. 

 Standard stairs are used to provide access from one walking-working surface to 
another when operations necessitate regular and routine travel between levels. 
This includes access to operating platforms for equipment. Note: Winding 
stairways may be used on tanks and similar round structures when the diameter 
of the tank or structure is at least 5 feet. In addition, spiral, ship, or alternating 
tread-type stairs should only be used when it is not feasible to provide standard 
stairs. 

 
Precautions for Stairways Being Constructed 

 Except during stairway construction, foot traffic is prohibited on stairways with 
pan stairs where treads or landings are to be filled in (with concrete or other 
material) at a later date, unless the stairs are temporarily fitted with wood or other 
solid material. This temporary tread should come to at least to the top edge of the 
pan.  

 Except during stairway construction, foot traffic is prohibited on skeleton metal 
stairs where permanent treads or landings are to be installed at a later date, 
unless the stairs are fitted with secured temporary treads and landings long 
enough to cover the entire tread and landing. 

 Temporary treads must be made of wood or other solid material, and must be 
installed the full width and depth of the stair. 

 Temporary treads and landings must be replaced when worn below the top level 
of the pan’s edge. 

 
Portable Ladders 
 
Falls from portable ladders are a major cause of occupational fatalities and injuries.  
However, the hazards associated with using portable ladders can be greatly reduced by 
following appropriate safety practices.  This section describes different styles and types 
of portable ladders commonly utilized within the college; as well as, precautions 
employees can take to reduce accidents and injuries. 
 
Portable Ladder Types 
 
Portable ladders consist of side rails joined at intervals by steps, rungs, or cleats, and 
can readily be carried.  Common portable ladders utilized in the college may include: 
 

 Stepladder: The stepladder is a self-supporting portable ladder that is non-
adjustable in length, with flat steps and a hinged base. 

 Step Stool (Ladder Type): A self-supporting, foldable, portable ladder, 
nonadjustable in length, 32 inches or less in size, with flat steps and without a 
pail shelf, designed so the ladder top cap, as well as, all steps can be climbed 
upon. The side rails may continue above the top cap. 
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 Straight: An articulated ladder where all of the sections are in line. 

 Combination: Ladder capable of being used as stepladder, or as a single or 
extension ladder. It also may be capable of being used as a trestle ladder or as a 
stairwell ladder.  

 Extension: A non-self-supporting portable ladder adjustable in length. It consists 
of two or more sections traveling in guides or brackets and arranged to permit 
length adjustment.  

 
Select the right portable ladder for the task you are performing. In addition, consider the 

ladder’s type to determine how much weight it can support. The ladder selected should 

be adequate to support your weight plus the weight of any tools and materials you are 

carrying.  Portable ladder types include: 

Type: Duty Rating: Use: Load: 

IAA Special Duty Rugged 375 lbs. 

IA Extra Duty Industrial 300 lbs. 

I Heavy Duty Industrial 250 lbs. 

II Medium Duty Commercial 225 lbs. 

III Light Duty Household 200 lbs. 

 

General Safety Precautions for Portable Ladders 
 

 Only ladders that are designed and constructed to meet OSHA regulatory 
requirements (e.g., rungs, cleats, or steps are parallel, level, and uniformly 
spaced; skid resistant, etc.) will be used. 

 Read and follow all the manufacturer’s instructions and labels on the ladder. Do 
not deface or remove warning labels. 

 Inspect ladders prior to use. If a ladder is found unsafe (e.g., damaged or 
defective) then it must immediately be tagged, “Danger Do Not Use,” and 
removed from service.  

 Do not attempt to repair or modify ladders. Ladder repair may only be completed 
by qualified person.  

 Prior to placing ladder and starting work, survey the area for potential hazards 
such as energized overhead power lines. Note: Maintain a minimum distance of 
10 feet from any power lines. 

 Ladders shall have nonconductive side rails if they are used where the worker or 
the ladder could contact exposed energized electrical equipment.  

 Place the ladder’s feet on a substantial and stable base. Avoid unstable footing 
(e.g., slippery surfaces and soft ground that could cause sinking and tipping).  

 Make sure the weight on the ladder will not cause it to slip off its support.  
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 Never place a ladder on boxes or barrels to gain additional height. 

 When using ladders in high-activity areas secure them adequately tied off to 
prevent movement and use barricades/cones to redirect persons and equipment.   

 Avoid placing a ladder in front of a door that opens toward the ladder unless the 
door is locked, blocked, or otherwise guarded by someone. 

 The top of the ladder must be adequately tied off at the top to prevent slipping. 

 Never exceed the ladder’s maximum load rating. Be aware of the weight the 
ladder is supporting including the user and all tools, equipment, and materials 
being used.  

 Face the ladder and maintain 3-points of contact (i.e., two hands and a foot, or 
two feet and a hand) when climbing or descending ladders. 

 When working from a ladder avoid reaching outside the ladder’s side rails.  
Instead keep your body centered inside the side rails as this will help maintain 
your center of gravity and reduce your chances of falling or having the ladder tip 
over. 

 Only one person is to use or occupy the ladder at any time. 

 Carry tools in a tool belt or raise tools up using a hand line. Avoid carrying tools 
in your hands while climbing or descending ladders. 

 Use a hand line if materials must be raised or lowered between working surfaces. 

 Never move, shift, or extend a portable ladder while a person is on it. 

 Keep ladders free of any slippery materials or debris, and be sure footwear is not 
greasy, muddy or slippery before use. 

 Only use approved ladders accessories (e.g., ladder levelers, jacks or hooks) 
with ladders. 

 When two or more ladders are used to reach a work area, they must be offset 
with a landing or platform between the ladders. 

 Do not paint ladders with any opaque coverings or apply additional stickers 
(except replacement warning labels) that could hide defects.  

 Do not use ladders for anything beyond their designed purpose of climbing.   

 When not in use, ladders should be returned to their designated storage areas. 
Ladder should be securely stored to prevent accidental sliding or falling.    

 
All ladders must be inspected annually and that inspection recorded.  An annual ladder 
maintained by those areas who possess the ladders and available for viewing. 
 
Step Ladders 
 

 Stepladders must have a metal spreader or locking device to hold front and back 
sections open when in use. 

 Do not use a step ladder (in the closed position) as a straight ladder. 
 Do not use the step ladder’s rear cross-bracing for climbing. 
 Do not climb higher than the second rung from the top cap. 

 
Straight and Extended Ladders 
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 Set the base of the ladder so the bottom sits securely, and so the side rails are 
evenly supported and square to the structure it is leaning against. 

 Verify that extension ladder locks are properly engaged before climbing. 

 Ladders used to access elevated surfaces must extend at least 3 feet above the 
point of support.  This allows sufficient mounting and dismounting of the work 
surface. 

 Position ladders at the proper angle.  When ladders are leaned against a wall, 
the bottom of the ladder should be one-quarter of the ladder’s working length 
away from the wall (e.g. For every 4’ of elevation the ladder base should extend 
1’ from the wall).  Note: For job-made wooden ladders the angle should equal 
about 1/8 the working length.  This minimizes the strain of the load on ladder 
joints that may not be as strong as commercially manufactured ladders. 

 Ladders must not be tied or fastened together to provide longer sections, unless 
they are specifically designed for such use. 

 Extension ladder sections shall not be used individually. 
 
Fixed Ladders 
 
Fixed ladders are permanently attached to structures, buildings, or equipment.  These 
include individual-rung ladders, but do not include ship stairs, step bolts, or manhole 
steps. In addition, updated OSHA regulations phase in requirements to have ladder 
safety or personal fall arrest systems for ladders that extend more than 24 feet. These 
regulations also phase out the use of cages or wells for fall protection under the 
following timeline:  
 

 Starting on November 19, 2018 all new fixed ladders and replacement 
ladder/ladder sections must have a ladder safety or personal fall protection 
system. For existing ladders, within two years, employers must install a cage, 
well, ladder safety system, or personal fall arrest system on fixed ladders that do 
not have any fall protection.  

 Starting on November 18, 2036, all ladders extending more than 24 feet must 
have a ladder safety or personal fall arrest system. 

 
General Safety Precautions for Fixed Ladders 
 
The majority of, “General Safety Precautions for Portable Ladders,” of the previous, 
“Portable Ladder,” section apply to the general use of fixed ladders.  In addition, the 
following measures should be taken:  
 

 Only ladders that are designed and constructed to meet OSHA regulatory 
requirements (e.g., rungs, cleats, or steps are parallel, level, and uniformly 
spaced; skid resistant, appropriate safety systems installed, etc.) will be used. 

 Inspect ladders prior to use. If a ladder is found unsafe (e.g., damaged or 
defective) then it must immediately be tagged, “Danger Do Not Use,” and 
blocked from use or access. 
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 Do not attempt to repair or modify ladders. Ladder repair may only be completed 
by qualified person. 

 
Manhole Steps, Step Bolts, and Rope Descent Systems 
 

Manhole Steps 

Manhole steps are utilized in manholes to access underground public utilities and other 

services including: water, sewers, storm drains, electricity, and phones to conduct 

inspections and perform maintenance. 

 Only manhole steps that are designed and constructed to meet OSHA regulatory 
requirements (e.g., steps are parallel, level, and uniformly spaced; skid resistant, 
corrosion resistant, etc.) will be used. 

 Inspect manhole steps prior to use. If manhole steps are found unsafe (e.g., 
damaged or defective) then they must immediately be tagged, “Danger Do Not 
Use,” and blocked from use or access.  

 Do not attempt to repair or modify manhole steps. Manhole step repair may only 
be completed by qualified person.  

 Note: Manholes are confined spaces.  Only employees certified in confined 
space training are authorized to enter, assist, or otherwise perform work activities 
in manholes. 

 
Step Bolts 

Step bolt (pole step) means a bolt or rung attached at intervals along a structural 

member used for foot placement and as a handhold when climbing or standing. Step 

bolts are commonly utilized as climbing steps on communication towers and utility 

poles. South Central College does not currently perform tasks or simulate work activities 

where step bolts are utilized. 

Rope Descent Systems 

Rope Descent System (RDS) means a suspension system allowing persons to descend 

in a controlled manner, and stop (as needed) at any point during the descent. An RDS 

consists of a roof anchorage, support rope, a descent device, carabiner(s) or shackle(s), 

and a seatboard. South Central College does not currently perform tasks or simulate 

work activities where RDS are utilized. 

Loading Docks (i.e., Dock Boards) 
 
Loading dock equipment utilized to transfer products or materials from a loading dock to 
the transport vehicle fall into categories of: Dock boards, Dock Plates, and Dock 
Levelers.   
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NOTE: For purposes of regulatory clarification; dock boards, dock plates, and dock 
levelers are all classified and defined under OSHA’s definition of dock boards. 
Specifically, OSHA regulation 1910.21(b), defines Dock boards as, “… a portable or 
fixed device that spans a gap or compensates for a difference in elevation between a 
loading platform and a transport vehicle. Dock boards include, but are not limited to, 
bridge plates, dock plates, and dock levelers.”  Consequently, beyond briefly clarifying 
the difference between loading dock transfer equipment they will be generally referred 
to as, “Dock Boards.”   
 
Dock Boards 
 
Dock boards are steel or aluminum ramps used to bridge the gap between a trailer and 
loading dock.  Dock boards allow pallet jacks and forklifts to transverse between the 
loading dock and trailer to load and unload products. Subsequently, they are used in 
heavier load environments. Poorly placed dock boards may cause the forklift and or 
loads to overturn. Dock boards are generally portable, but typically require the use of a 
forklift to lift, transport, and position them.  
 
Dock Plates 
 
Dock plates are the smaller and more portable equivalents of dock boards. They are 
constructed from aluminum, steel or polyethylene, and they do not possess the weight 
capacity of a dock board. Dock plates are primarily used in situations where only hand 
trucks and pallet jackets are needed for loading and unloading products.  
 
Dock Levelers 
 
Dock levelers are items that also bridge the gap between trailers and loading docks; 
however, they are permanent devices fastened to the dock’s structure.  Dock levelers 
also help correct the height difference between trailers and loading docks.  These 
devices are operated by hand (mechanical), or by hydraulics.  
 
General Requirements for Dock Boards (i.e., Dock Boards, Dock Plates, Dock Levelers) 
 

 Dock boards must be capable of supporting the maximum intended load. The 
capacity of dock boards must be known prior to use by verification (e.g., 
manufactured nameplate or product literature). It is recommended as a best 
practice that the capacities should be clearly identified on the actual dock board.  

 Dock boards must have the following design features:  
o Side curbs for run-off protection.  
o A method to anchor preventing movement (e.g., locking legs).  
o Span locks are required for large gaps where the locking leg does not fully 

prevent the dock board from movement.  

 Inspect dock boards prior to use, and as specified by the manufacturer. If loading 
dock equipment is found unsafe (e.g., damaged or defective) then it must 
immediately be removed from service until repaired by a qualified person.  
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 Adjust, maintain, and service dock levelers as specified by the manufacturer. 

 Keep the dock leveler’s well clear of trash and debris. 

 Portable dock boards must permit safe handling (e.g., handholds or forklift lifting 
eyes/chain).  

 Use proper lifting techniques when manually handling and positioning portable 
dock boards. Use the handholds and obtain help when needed. Use lifting aids 
(forklifts) as applicable.  

 Dock boards may only be placed and used when wheel chocks or trailer 
restraints (also known as dock locks and truck restraints) are available and used. 
In addition, when trailers are dropped (i.e., tractor has left) use a kingpin jack-
stand and the trailer’s landing legs to prevent trailers from tipping forward when 
loading and unloading. 

 Ensure dock boards are centered when in use.  

 Ensure dock boards will not shift when in use. One of the following conditions 
must be verified:  

o Dock leveler must cross completely into the trailer.   

 Portable dock boards are anchored/secured in place. For small gaps (the locking 
leg length must be longer than the gap between the vehicle and the loading 
dock), or for large gaps (the locking leg must be against the rear of the vehicle 
and span locks against the loading dock edge). Note: If securing portable dock 
boards is not feasible, there must be sufficient contact between the dock board 
and work surfaces (i.e., loading dock and truck/trailer floor) to prevent dock 
boards from moving or shifting out of a safe position. 

 Never work beneath a raised dock leveler without blocking and bracing it. 
Prior to allowing trucks and trailers to leave, remove and return portable dock 

boards to their appropriate storage location, and return dock levelers to their 

cradle. 

Scaffolding 
 
Scaffolds are elevated work platforms utilized for the completion of temporary work. 
There are several common hazards associated with their use; as well as, the 
assembly/dismantlement of scaffolds.  These hazards include: 
 

 Falls from elevation, due to lack of fall protection; 

 Scaffold collapse caused by instability or overloading; 

 Being struck by falling tools, work materials, or debris; and 

 Electrocution due to the proximity of the scaffold to overhead power lines. 
 
The hazards associated with using, assembling, and dismantling scaffolds can be 
greatly reduced by following appropriate safety practices.  This section describes the 
main categories of scaffolding and some general precautions employees can take to 
reduce accidents and injuries.  OSHA groups scaffolding into two basic types of 
scaffolding.  These types include suspended scaffolds and supported scaffolds. 
 
Suspended Scaffolds 
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Suspended scaffolds are platforms suspended by ropes, or other non-rigid means, from 
an overhead structure.  Examples of suspended scaffolds include: 
 

 Catenary 

 Float (ship) 

 Interior Hung 

 Multi-Level 

 Multi-Point Adjustable 

 Needle Beam 

 Single-Point Adjustable 

 Two-Point (Swing Stage) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supported Scaffolds 
 
Supported scaffolds consist of one or more platforms supported by outrigger beams, 
brackets, poles, legs, uprights, posts, frames, or similar rigid support.  Examples of 
supported scaffolds include: 

 Frame or Fabricated 

 Ladder Jack 

 Mast Climbers 

 Mobile (Manually or Propelled) narrow frame, bakers 

 Pole or Wood Pole 

 Pump Jacks 

 Specialty and Other Scaffolds: 
o Plasterers', Decorators', and Large-Area Scaffolds 
o Bricklayers' Square Scaffolds 
o Horse Scaffolds 
o Form Scaffolds and Carpenters' Bracket Scaffolds 
o Roof Bracket Scaffolds 
o Outrigger Scaffolds 
o Window Jack Scaffolds 
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o Crawling Boards (Chicken Ladders) 
o Step, Platform, and Trestle Ladder Scaffolds 
o Stilts 

 Tube and Coupler 
 
Note: Equipment like scissor lifts and aerial lifts, are regarded as other types of 
supported scaffolds. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
General Safety Precautions for Scaffolding 
 

 Prior to employees utilizing, assembling, or dismantling scaffolding they must 
complete training under the direction of a qualified person in the specific scaffold 
they will be utilizing. 

 Only scaffolds that are designed under a qualified person and constructed to 
meet OSHA regulatory requirements will be used. Scaffolds over 125 feet in 
height must be designed by a registered professional engineer. 

 Scaffolds and their components shall be capable of supporting their weight and 
at least 4 times the maximum load intended. 

 The scaffold platform must not deflect more than 1/60 of the span when loaded.  

 The competent person must inspect scaffolds prior to use, and when conditions 
change that could affect the scaffold’s structural integrity. If a scaffold is found 
unsafe (e.g., damaged or defective) then it must immediately be tagged, “Danger 
Do Not Use,” at the access point and removed from service.  

 Scaffold repair and modification may only be completed under direction of the 
competent person. In addition, do not intermix scaffold components 
(manufactured by different manufacturers) unless under the direction of the 
competent person, the components fit together without force, and the scaffold’s 
structural integrity is maintained. 

 Prior to erecting scaffolds survey the area for potential hazards such as 
energized overhead power lines. Note: Maintain a minimum distance of 10 feet 
from any power lines. 
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 Fall protection (e.g., guardrails or personal fall arrest system) must be utilized on 
scaffolds at a height of 10 feet.  Note: A competent person must determine the 
feasibility and safety of providing fall protection to employees assembling or 
dismantling supported scaffolds.  

 Guardrails are not required when: 
o Front end of all scaffold platforms are less than 14 inches from the work 

face.  
o When outrigger scaffolds are 3 inches or less from the front edge.  
o When employees are plastering and lathing 18 inches or less from the 

front edge.  

 Each scaffold platform and walkway must be at least 18 inches wide.  

 Scaffold planks shall be overlapped (minimum 12 inches), or secured from 
movement. 

 Scaffold planks shall extend over their end supports not less than 6 inches or 
more than 12 inches. 

 An access ladder (or equivalent safe access) shall be provided when scaffold 
platforms are more than 2 feet above or below an access point. Note: Cross-
braces cannot be used as a means of access. 

 All platforms must be kept clear of debris or other obstructions that may hinder 
the working clearance on the platform.  

 Employees are prohibited from working on scaffolds covered in snow, ice, or 
other slippery materials (except when removing these materials).  

 Scaffolds should not be occupied during storms, lightning, or high winds. 

 Overhead protection shall be provided for employees on a scaffold exposed to 
overhead hazards. 

 When persons are required to work or pass underneath scaffolds, scaffolds must 
provide falling object protection (e.g., toe boards, screen/mesh, etc.). 

 
Suspended Scaffolds 

 Fall-arrest and guardrail systems must be used when working on single-point and 
two-point adjustable suspension scaffolds and self-contained adjustable scaffolds 
that are supported by ropes. 

 All support devices must rest on surfaces capable of supporting at least four 
times the load imposed on them by the scaffold when operating at the rated load 
of the hoist, or at least one-and-a-half times the load imposed on them by the 
scaffold at the stall capacity of the hoist, whichever is greater.  

 A competent person must evaluate all direct connections prior to use to confirm 
that supporting surfaces are able to support the imposed load.  

 A competent person must inspect ropes for defects prior to each shift and after 
every occurrence that could affect a rope's integrity.  

 All suspension scaffolds must be tied or otherwise secured to prevent them from 
swaying, as determined by a competent person.  

 When lanyards are connected to horizontal lifelines or structural members on 
single-point or two-point adjustable scaffolds, the scaffold must have additional 
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independent support lines equal in number and strength to the suspension lines 
and have automatic locking devices.  

 Emergency escape and rescue devices must not be used as working platforms, 
unless designed to function as suspension scaffolds and emergency systems.  

 No materials or devices (e.g., ladders, boxes, barrels, etc.) may be used to 
increase the working height on suspension scaffolds. 

 

Supported Scaffolds  

 The footing or anchorage for scaffolds shall be sound, rigid, and capable of 
carrying the maximum intended load without settling or displacement. Unstable 
objects such as barrels, boxes, loose brick, or concrete blocks, shall not be used 
to support scaffolds or planks. 

 The poles, legs, or uprights of scaffolds must be plumb and securely braced to 
prevent swaying or displacement. 

 Supported scaffolds with a height to base width ratio of more than 4:1 must be 
restrained by guying, tying, bracing, or other equivalent means. 

 

This Table Illustrates Fall Protection Types Required for Specific Scaffolds: 

Type of Scaffold: Fall Protection Required: 

Aerial Lifts Personal Fall-Arrest System 

Boatswains' Chair Personal Fall-Arrest System 

Catenary Scaffold Personal Fall-Arrest System 

Crawling Board 

(i.e., Chicken Ladder) 

Personal Fall-Arrest System, or a Guardrail 

System, or a ¾ inch Diameter Grab Line or 

Equivalent Handhold Securely Fastened Beside 

Each Crawling Board 

Float Scaffold Personal Fall-Arrest System 

Ladder Jack Scaffold Personal Fall-Arrest System 

Needle Beam Scaffold Personal Fall-Arrest System 

Self-Contained Scaffold 
Both a Personal Fall-Arrest System and a 

Guardrail System 

Single-Point and Two-Point Suspension Both a Personal Fall-Arrest System and a 
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Scaffolds Guardrail System 

Supported Scaffold Personal Fall-Arrest System or Guardrail System 

All other Scaffolds not Specified Above 
Personal fall-arrest system or guardrail systems 

that Meet the Required Criteria 

 
Aerial Lifts 
 

An aerial lift is any vehicle-mounted device used to elevate personnel. Types include: 

 Extendable boom platforms; 

 Aerial ladders; 

 Articulating (jointed) boom platforms; 

 Vertical towers, and 

 Any combination of the above. 

Aerial lifts have replaced ladders and scaffolding on many job sites due to their mobility 
and flexibility. They may be made of metal, fiberglass reinforced plastic, or other 
materials. They may be powered or manually operated, and are considered to be aerial 
lifts whether or not they can rotate around a primary vertical axis. 
 
Aerial Lift Pre-Operation Guidelines 
 

 Prior to employees utilizing aerial lifts they must complete training under the 
direction of a qualified person in the specific equipment that they will be utilizing. 

 Read and follow all the manufacturer’s instructions and labels on the aerial lift. 
Do not deface or remove warning labels. 

 Inspect aerial lift prior to use. Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations and 
include a check of: 

o Vehicle Components 
 Proper fluid levels (e.g., oil, hydraulic, fuel and coolant); 
 Leaks of fluids; 
 Wheels and tires; 
 Battery and charger; 
 Lower-level controls; 
 Horn, gauges, lights and backup alarms; and 
 Steering and brakes. 

o Lift Components 
 Operating and emergency controls; 
 Personal protective devices; 
 Hydraulic, air, pneumatic, fuel and electrical systems; 
 Fiberglass and other insulating components; 
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 Missing or unreadable placards, warnings, or operational, 
instructional and control markings; 

 Mechanical fasteners and locking pins; 
 Cable and wiring harnesses; 
 Outriggers, stabilizers and other structures; 
 Loose or missing parts; 

 If an aerial lift is found unsafe (e.g., damaged or defective) then it must 
immediately be tagged, “Danger Do Not Use,” and removed from service.  

 Do not attempt to repair or modify aerial lifts. Aerial lift repair may only be 
completed by qualified person.  

After inspecting the aerial lift survey the work area for potential hazards that could affect 

safe operation. Work areas may include: 

 Drop-offs, holes or unstable surfaces such as loose dirt; 

 Inadequate ceiling heights; 

 Slopes, ditches, or bumps; 

 Debris and floor obstructions; 

 Overhead electrical power lines and communication cables; 

 Other overhead obstructions; 

 Other hazardous locations and atmospheres; 

 High wind and other severe weather conditions such as ice; and 

 The presence of others in close proximity to the work. 

Aerial Lift Operation Guidelines 
 

 Ensure that access gates or bucket openings are closed after entering aerial lifts. 

 Use a fall-arrest system or a restraining belt with a lanyard attached to the boom 
or bucket. 

 Do not belt-off to adjacent structures or poles while in the bucket. 

 Stand firmly on the floor of the bucket or lift platform, and do not climb on or lean 
over guardrails or handrails. 

 Do not use planks, ladders, or other devices as a working position. 

 Do not carry objects larger than the platform. 

 Set outriggers on pads or on a level, solid surface if available. 

 Set brakes when outriggers are used. 

 Use wheel chocks on sloped surfaces. 

 When necessary set up work area warnings (e.g., cones and signs) to warn 
others. 

 Do not operate an aerial lift in high winds (above the manufacturer’s 
recommendation). 

 Do not exceed vertical or horizontal reach limits. 

 Do not override hydraulic, mechanical, or electrical safety devices. 

 Do not drive with the lift platform raised (unless the manufacturer’s instructions 
allow this). 
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 Do not operate lower level controls unless permission is obtained from the 
operator(s) in the lift (except in emergencies). 

 Do not exceed load-capacity limits. Take the combined weight of the operator(s), 
tools and materials into account when calculating the load. 

 Do not use the aerial lift as a crane or to hoist materials. 

 Be aware of overhead clearance and overhead objects, including ceilings. 

 Do not position aerial lifts between overhead hazards if possible. 

 Treat all overhead power lines and communication cables as energized, and stay 
at least 10 feet away.  Note: Ensure the utility company de-energizes power lines 
in the vicinity of the work.  In addition, insulated aerial lifts offer protection from 
electric shock and electrocution by isolating you from electrical ground.  
However, an insulated aerial lift does not protect you if there is another path to 
ground (e.g., touching a hot wire).  To maintain the effectiveness of the insulating 
device, do not drill holes in the bucket. 

 
Personnel Lifts 
 
Personnel lifts such as scissor lifts are mobile supported scaffold work platforms used to 
safely move persons vertically and to different locations in a variety of industries. 
Personnel lifts are different from aerial lifts because the lifting mechanism moves the 
work platform straight up and down.  Scissor lifts use crossed beams functioning in a 
scissor-like fashion to raise and lower the platform.  Other types of personnel lifts will 
use hydraulics in a telescoping mechanism to raise and lower the work platform..  
 
Scissor Lift Pre-Operation Guidelines 
 

 Prior to employees utilizing personnel lifts they must complete training under the 
direction of a qualified person in the specific equipment they will be utilizing. 

 Read and follow all the manufacturer’s instructions and labels on the personnel 
lift. Do not deface or remove warning labels. 

 Inspect personnel lifts prior to use. Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations 
and include a check of the vehicle and lift components. 

 If a personnel lift is found unsafe (e.g., damaged or defective) then it must 
immediately be tagged, “Danger Do Not Use,” and removed from service.  

 Do not attempt to repair or modify personnel lifts. Personnel lift repair may only 
be completed by qualified person.  

 After inspecting the personnel lift survey the work area for potential hazards that 
could affect safe operation.  
 

Personnel Lift Operation Guidelines 

 Ensure that guardrail system is in place before working on the personnel lift. 

 Stand firmly on the floor of the personnel lift platform, and do not climb on or lean 
over guardrails.  
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 To ensure personnel lifts are stable (and will not tip over or collapse) follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions for safe movement (this usually rules out moving the 
lift in an elevated position). 

 Isolate the personnel lift or implement traffic control measures to ensure that 
other equipment cannot contact the personnel lift. 

 Select work locations with firm, level surfaces away from hazards that can cause 
instability (e.g., drop-offs, holes, slopes, bumps, ground obstructions, or debris). 

 Use the personnel lift outside only when weather conditions are good. Note:  lifts 
rated for outdoor use are generally limited to wind speeds below 28 miles per 
hour. 

 Do not exceed load-capacity limits. Take the combined weight of the operator(s), 
tools and materials into account when calculating the load. 

 Be aware of overhead clearance and overhead objects, including ceilings. 
Position personnel lifts to avoid crushing and electrocution hazards. Note: 
Maintain a minimum distance of 10 feet from any power lines. 

 
Low Sloped Roofs 
 
South Central College recognizes that roofing work is potentially hazardous even under 
ideal work conditions. For example, unprotected roof edges pose a serious risk of falls 
from high elevations.  These risks of falling are increased by other dynamics (including 
but not limited to): poor weather conditions, wet and slippery surfaces, and lack of 
appropriate fall protection systems. 
 
The majority of the college’s roof system are classified as a, “Low-Slope Roof.”  OSHA 
defines this as, “… a roof having a slope less than or equal to 4 in 12 (vertical to 
horizontal).”  Our facilities personnel periodically access these roofs to perform various 
forms of work including: inspection, general equipment upkeep, roofing repairs, etc. The 
following guidelines have been developed to assist our employees in identifying 
activities requiring the use of various fall protection systems.  In addition, photographs 
of the college’s roof surfaces have been provided to help identify designated areas (i.e., 
areas isolated with warning lines), or areas requiring a more substantial fall protection 
system (e.g., guardrail system, safety net system, travel restraint system, or personal 
fall arrest system). 
 
Fall Protection Guidelines for Low-Slope Roofs 
 

 When work is performed less than 6 feet from the roof edge, all personnel must 
utilize fall protection consisting of; a guardrail system, travel restraint system, or 
personal fall arrest system. 

 When work is performed at least 6 feet but less than 15 feet from the roof edge, 
all personnel must utilize fall protection consisting of; a guardrail system, travel 
restraint system, or personal fall arrest system. Note: A designated area is 
acceptable when performing work that is both infrequent and temporary.  

 When work is performed 15 feet or more from the roof edge, personnel must 
utilize fall protection consisting of; a guardrail system, safety net system, travel 
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restraint system, personal fall arrest system, or a designated area. However, fall 
protection is not required if the work is both infrequent and temporary; and work 
rules are established and enforced that prohibit personnel from going within 15 
feet of the roof edge without using an approved fall protection system.  

 
To clarify what work is considered, “Infrequent and Temporary,” the following definitions 
and examples are provided: 

 Infrequent tasks are performed only on an occasional basis, when needed (e.g., 
equipment breakdown), and/or at sporadic or irregular intervals. Infrequent tasks 
may include activities like: annual maintenance or servicing of equipment; 
monthly or quarterly replacement of HVAC filters; and responding to equipment 
outages or breakdowns. 

 Temporary tasks are activities that persons are able to complete at one time 
rather than repeatedly returning to the roof or requiring more than one work-shift 
to complete. Temporary tasks take less than ‘‘1–2 hours’’ to complete. These 
activities may include: changing a HVAC filters; replacing parts on satellite 
dishes; and caulking or resealing flashing around skylights. 

 
Safety Guidelines for Low-Slope Roofs 
 
Prior to employees performing work on low-sloped roofs they must complete training 
under the direction of a qualified person in recognizing hazards and the requirements 
and limitations of fall protection systems to be used. 
 

 Prior to performing work, survey the area for potential elevation hazards and 
select the appropriate fall protection system to be utilized. Note: Fall protection 
systems must be designed by a qualified individual and their installation and use 
must be under the direction of the competent person. 

 Identify potential hazards such as energized overhead power lines. Note: 
Maintain a minimum distance of 10 feet from any power lines. 

 Roofs should not be occupied during storms, lightning, or high winds. 
 
Note: Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) has been performed for the normal work activities 

South Central College maintenance personnel conduct on low-slopped roofs. These 

tasks are: seasonal maintenance of exhaust fans and air handling units, removing 

debris from roof drains, and inspection of roof surfaces. 

Note: Fall protection is not required when persons are inspecting, investigating, or 

assessing workplace conditions or work to be performed prior to the start of work or 

after all work has been completed. However, this exemption does not apply when fall 

protection systems or equipment meeting OSHA regulations have been installed and 

are available for persons to use for their pre-work and post-work inspections, 

investigations, or assessments.  
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Examples of South Central College Low-Slope Roofs 
 

Faribault Campus 

 
 

North Mankato Campus 
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Low-Slope Roof Fall Protection Requirements Areas 
 

Faribault Campus 

 

Red Line/Shaded Area (6’ of Roof Edges)- Guardrail, travel restraint, or personal fall arrest systems must 
be used when working here. 
Yellow Line/Shaded Area (6’ to 15’ of Roof Edges)- Guardrail, travel restraint, personal fall arrest, or 
warning line systems must be used when working here. 
General Roof Area inside Yellow Lines (+15’ of Roof Edges)- This is a designed area. Guardrail, travel 

restraint, personal fall arrest, or warning line systems may be used when working here. Note: Fall Protection 

is not required in this area. 
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North Mankato Campus 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Red Line/Shaded Area (6’ of Roof Edges)- Guardrail, travel restraint, or personal fall arrest systems must 
be used when working here. 
Yellow Line/Shaded Area (6’ to 15’ of Roof Edges)- Guardrail, travel restraint, personal fall arrest, or 
warning line systems must be used when working here. 
General Roof Area inside Yellow Lines (+15’ of Roof Edges)- This is a designed area. Guardrail, travel 

restraint, personal fall arrest, or warning line systems may be used when working here. Note: Fall Protection 

is not required in this area. 
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Personal Fall Protection Systems 
 
Personal Fall Arrest Systems 
 
A personal fall arrest system consists of an anchorage, body harness, and connectors.  
Personal Fall Arrest Systems may include a lanyard, deceleration devise, lifeline, or 
suitable combinations of these devices. 
 
When personal fall arrest systems are used they must: 
 

 Be inspected prior to use for wear, damage, and deterioration.  Defective 
components must immediately be removed from service. 

 Limit the maximum arresting force on a person to 1,800 pounds when used with 

a body harness. 

 Be rigged so that a person cannot fall more than 6 feet or contact any lower level. 

 Bring a person to a complete stop and limit the maximum deceleration distance 

traveled to 3.5 feet. 

 Have sufficient strength to withstand twice the potential impact energy of a 

person free falling a distance of 6 feet or the free fall distance permitted by the 

system (whichever is less). 

 Sustain the person within the system /strap configuration without making contact 

with the employee’s neck and chin area. 

Note: Body belts (safety belts) are prohibited for use as part of a personal fall arrest 
system.  However, they can still be used as part of a positioning device system or travel 
restraint system. 
 
Personal Fall Arrest System Components 
 
D-Rings, Snaphooks, and Carabiners 
 

 D-rings, snaphooks, and carabiners must be capable of sustaining a minimum 
tensile load of 5,000 pounds. 

 D-rings, snaphooks, and carabiners must be proof tested to a minimum tensile 
load of 3,600 pounds without cracking, breaking, or incurring permanent 
deformation. The gate strength of snaphooks and carabiners, must be proof 
tested to 3,600 lbs. in all directions. 

 Snaphooks and carabiners must be the automatic locking type that requires at 
least two separate, consecutive movements to open. 

 Snaphooks and carabiners must not be connected to any of the following unless 
they are designed for such connections: 

o Directly to webbing, rope, or wire rope; 
o To each other; 
o To a D-ring to which another snaphook, carabiner, or connector is 

attached; 
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o To a horizontal life line; or 
o To any object that is incompatibly shaped or dimensioned in relation to the 

snaphook or carabiner such that unintentional disengagement could occur 
when the connected object depresses the snaphook or carabiner gate, 
allowing the components to separate. 

 
Lifelines and Lanyards (e.g., Horizontal, Vertical, and Self-Retracting) 
 

 Devices used to connect to a horizontal lifeline must be capable of locking in both 
directions on horizontal lifelines that may become vertical lifelines.   

 Horizontal lifelines must be designed, installed, and used under the supervision 
of a qualified person, as part of a complete personal fall arrest system 
maintaining a safety factor of two.  

 When vertical lifelines are used, each person must be attached to a separate 
lifeline. 

 Vertical lifelines and lanyards must have a minimum breaking strength of 5,000 
pounds.  

 Lifelines must be protected against cuts and abrasions.  

 Ropes and straps (webbing) used in lanyards, lifelines, and strength components 
of body belts and body harnesses must be made of synthetic fibers.  
Polypropylene rope must contain an ultraviolet (UV) light inhibitor. 

 Self-retracting lifelines and lanyards that automatically limit free fall distance to 2 
feet or less must be capable of sustaining a minimum tensile load of 3,000 
pounds applied to the device with the lifeline or lanyard in the fully extended 
position.  

 Self-retracting lifelines and lanyards which do not limit free fall distance to 2 feet 
or less, rip-stitch lanyards, and tearing and deforming lanyards must be capable 
of sustaining a minimum tensile load of 5,000 pounds applied to the device with 
the lifeline or lanyard in the fully extended position.  

 
Anchorages 
 

 Anchorages used for personal fall protection equipment must be independent of 
any anchorages used to suspend employees or platforms on which employees 
work.  Anchorages used to attach to personal fall protection equipment on mobile 
work platforms on powered industrial trucks must be attached to an overhead 
member of the platform, at a point above and near the center of the platform. 

 Anchorages must be: 
o Capable of supporting at least 5,000 pounds for each employee attached; 

or 
o Designed, installed, and used, under the supervision of qualified person, 

as part of a complete personal fall protection system maintaining a safety 
factor of two. 
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Personal Fall Protection Component Examples  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Positioning Device Systems 
 

 Body belt or body harness systems are to be set up so a person cannot fall 
farther than 2 feet.  

 Body belts or harnesses must be secured to an anchorage capable of supporting 
at least twice the potential impact load of a worker’s fall or 3,000 pounds 
(whichever is greater). 

 Positioning Device System Component requirements are similar or identical to 
provisions relating to Personal Fall Arrest System Components. 

 
Travel Restraint Systems 
 
A travel restraint system tethers a person in a manner that prevents a fall of any 
distance. This system is comprised of a body belt or body harness, an anchorage, 
connectors, and other necessary equipment. Other components typically include a 
lanyard, a lifeline, and other devices. For travel restraint systems to work, the 
anchorage must be strong enough to prevent the person from moving past the point 
where the system is fully extended.  
 
Travel Restraint System Component requirements are similar or identical to provisions 
relating to Personal Fall Arrest System Components. 
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Outside Personnel (i.e., Contractors) 
 

Contractors (e.g., carpenters, painters, electricians, plumbers, etc.) will be informed of 
the college’s Walking-Working Surface Plan and any applicable procedures (by the 
authorized employee requesting their services) prior to starting their assigned project. 
The informal meeting with the contractor will be used to exchange information or copies 
of their procedures and discuss any relevant provisions (e.g., measures for 
safeguarding persons working on elevated surfaces).   
 
In addition, South Central College will coordinate any and all operations involving our 

employees working simultaneously on elevated work surfaces with contractor 

employees.  Upon completion of the work, a debriefing session should be held 

(regarding the elevated work) to discuss improvements needed; as well as, problems or 

hazards that were created or encountered in the operation.   

Note: The contractor will be responsible for assuring their own employees are properly 

trained on the hazards they are working with or may encounter. 

Emergency Response 
 
Personal fall-arrest systems save lives from falls, but the harnesses can still subject a 
person to suspension trauma.  Suspension trauma occurs when a person hangs in an 
upright position with their legs dangling underneath them.  As the person hangs in this 
upright position the harness compresses the leg veins, which reduces blood flow to the 
heart.  The reduction of blood to the heart causes the suspended person to lose 
consciousness.  Loss of consciousness can occur in only a few minutes, and death can 
follow shortly afterwards.  Consequently, fall protection equipment utilized in the college 
must be selected to not only safety arrest a fall, but also assist and speed the rescue of 
the persons who have fallen to prevent injuries sustained while hanging. 
 
Emergency protocols must be established for any task that requires working at heights.  
Our emergency practices take into consideration the following response activities: 
 
Pre-Rescue 
 

 Only trained persons will participate in activities working at heights. 

 Prior to performing work at heights notify the Maintenance Supervisor or Security 
& Safety Director to help assess the work and determine what fall protection 
equipment is necessary to facilitate rescue.  

 Gather and prepare necessary equipment.  Rescue equipment may include:  
o Lifting Lowering Devices, 
o Ladders, 
o Rescue Poles and Ropes, 
o Scaffolds, 
o Scissor Lifts, and  
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o Aerial Lifts  

 A pre-work meeting should be conducted to discuss the work activities, the 
expected hazards, and the methods used to rescue a suspended person.  

 
Self-Rescue 
 
When working at heights with proper fall-arrest protection most persons will be able to 
self-rescue. Self-rescue does not require assistance from others. It includes the 
following steps: 
 

 After falling, climb back to the level from where you fell. Note: The falling distance 
is generally a few inches to a few feet in most situations. 

 Immediately return to the floor or ground and seek first-aid or medical attention if 
necessary. 

 Remove all fall protection equipment from service that was subjected to the fall.  
Provide this equipment to the Maintenance Supervisor or Security & Safety 
Director for repair or replacement. 

 Following the incident, contact Human Resources Staff and your immediate 
supervisor to begin the injury/illness reporting process if first-aid or medical 
treatment was needed.  

 
Assisted Rescue 
 
When self-rescue is not possible, then assisted rescue is required.  Assisted rescues 
occur in situations where the person who fell, may or may not be capable in assisting in 
their own rescue (e.g., due to injury, unconscious, medical condition, etc.). Assisted 
rescue consists of the following steps: 
 

 Upon observation or notification of a person falling, immediately use the 
prepositioned rescue equipment (e.g., ladders, ropes, aerial lifts, etc.) to raise or 
lower the suspended person to the appropriate work platform or ground. 

 In the event the fall involves unconscious, severe injury, or other potential trauma 
immediately call 9-1-1; be prepared to provide the following information: 

o Campus address 
o Location of emergency, if in building provide room number 
o Number or description of nearest exterior door 
o Symptoms or nature of medical emergency 
o Victim’s name 
o Your name and telephone number 

 Send someone to nearest exterior door to assist in directing emergency 
responders to the victim’s location. 

 After emergency responders have arrived follow additional emergency 
procedures specified in the “Medical Emergency” section of the college’s “All 
Hazard Plan.”  
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 Remove all fall protection equipment from service that was subjected to the fall.  
Provide this equipment to the Maintenance Supervisor or Security & Safety 
Director for repair or replacement. 

 Reporter must complete a report and provide to Security & Safety Director. 

 
Employee Training 
 
South Central College understands that training is a critical part of the Walking-Working 
Surfaces Plan.  Fall protection training compliments the efforts to address workplace 
safety. Training efforts and methods will vary based on specific needs of management, 
supervisors, employees and the types of task and/or risk factors present within the job.  
 
Training must be provided to employees by a qualified trainer before their initial 
assignment in the workplace where the employee may be routinely exposed to fall 
hazards or risk factors associated with walking-working surfaces. Additional training 
must be provided or repeated at intervals of not greater than 3 years.  
 
Training must be provided in a language the employee understands, and the format of 
the training used may relate to any combination of different delivery methods.  
 
At a minimum fall protection training must address the following topics, as appropriate: 
 

 The contents of the Walking-Working Surfaces Plan and the employee’s 
responsibilities within it; 

 Fall hazards in the work place and how to recognize them; 

 Procedures to correct and minimize fall hazards; 

 Procedures for installing, inspecting, operating, maintaining, and disassembling 
fall protection systems and related equipment;   

 Correct use of personal fall protection systems (e.g., proper hook-up, anchoring, 
and tie-off techniques, and methods of inspection and storage); 

 The positioning and use of loading dock equipment (i.e., dockboards); and  

 The proper set-up and use of designated areas on low-sloping roofs. 
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NR= Needs Repair 

DATE (MM/DD/YR)       

INSPECTOR’S INITIALS       

REPAIR DATE / REPAIRER’S INITIALS       

GENERAL ITEMS INSPECTED OK NR OK NR OK NR OK NR OK NR OK NR 

Side rails in good condition             

Steps or rungs not loose, damaged             

Step tread grips clean             

Spreader braces not damaged and open fully             

Nails, screws, bolts not missing or damaged             

Ladder free from oil, grease, or slippery materials             

Manufacturer’s labels, warnings, and ratings posted             

Movable parts operate freely             

Wooden parts free from splinters, cracks, decay             

Non slip feet not damaged and in good condition             

Ladder stored properly to prevent damage             

STEP LADDERS             

Stepladder is not wobbly and loose             

Paint shelf not damaged or missing             

Hinges not loose or damaged             

Ladder does not exceed 20 feet in height             

EXTENSION LADDERS             

Loose, broken, or missing extension locks             

Locks seat properly when ladder is extended             

Pulley, rung locks, and rope are in good condition             

Single section ladders do not exceed 30’ in length             

Two-section ladders do not exceed 48’ in length of 
metal ladders and 60’ for wood ladders 

            

COMMENTS: 

PORTABLE LADDER INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
 

LADDER #________________   DEPARTMENT___________________________  DATE____________ 

 Type of Ladder:      (   ) Extension         (   ) Step 

Construction of Ladder: (   ) Wood (   ) Metal (   ) Fiberglass 
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